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Dan Siegel on trial
Dan Siegel elected president of«*ASUC,
Berkeley last "spring, is now on trial charged
with inciting to riot resulting from a speech
he made during the People s Park crisis.
The misdemeanor charge carries a maxi
mum penalty of one years imprisonment.
The inciting to riot charge stems from a
speech Siegel made May 15 at a Sproul Hall
noon rally, which was followed by a march to
protest the fencing of People's Park.
Violence ensued, with one man killed one
man blinded and a total of 58 persons hos

photoby Suellen Bllow

pitalized.
Siegel later turned himself in to the UC
campus police after learning about a warrant
issued for his arrest. He was released on
$1000 bail.
Siegel. a third year Boalt Hall law student
has also been found guilty of conduct "un
becoming a student' by the Committee on
Student Conduct and they recommended
that Siegel be put on disciplinary probation
and not be able to participate in student
activities specifically holding the position of

ASUC president.
The ASUC, recently filed a suit in San Francisco Federal Court challenging the University disciplinary process. Judge William T.
Sweigert of the U.S. District Court, dismissed
the suit on grounds that Siegel was not denied
his constitutional rights during the University
disciplinary process.
Sweigert ruled that "University regulations
involve conduct not merely speech or expres
sion' as asserted in the Siegel suit.
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War moratorium
November 15
Saturday. November 15 there will be a
peace march sponsored by the New Mobiliza
tion Committee To End The War In Vietnam
West.
The demonstration will begin at 7 30 a.m.
at the Ferry Building. A rallying point to
join the parade is at Rossi Park on the corner
of Arguello and Anza at 10 a.m.

From there a four mile march will proceed

to the polo fields in Golden Gate Park and at
2 p.m. there will be a large rally.
The four main speakers will be Former Sen
ator Wayne Morris of Oregon U S Senator
Charles Goodell (Republican New York)
Reverend Ralph Abernathy of SCLC and
David Hilliard (Black Panther Party).
Also included in the rally will be entertain
ers Buffey St. Marie and Arlo Guthrie.
For further information concerning the
peace march call the Mobilization Committee
office at 683 McAllister Street phone 22
HB5O or ASUC 12010.
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The
Inauguration
of Chancellor
Philip Randolph Lee
On Saturday November! 1%!). Dr. Philip
Randolph Lee was officially inaugurated as
the Chancellor of the University of California
San Francisco Medical Center Campus. This
recognition of his office arrived ex post
since Dr. Lee has been performing the func
tions of Chancellor of this campus since
March l!>6i».
The Medical Sciences Auditorium was the
site of a day-long symposium commemorating
his inauguration. However, rather than mere
ly paying recognition to Chancellor Lee's
appointment the events of the day served to
crystallize and bring into focus many of the
current problems and thoughts concerning
these pressing issues.
The single unifying topic of discussion was
the University its relations to the community.
its responsibilities, and its future. Two panels
and numerous speakers displayed a spectrum
of opinions and offered thoughtful comments
during the day-long activities.
Opening the inauguration symposium was
Dr. Jere E Goyan Ph.D.. Dean of the School
of Pharmacy of this campus. He introduced
the concept of a university with this state
ment "A university is a collection of scholars
dedicated lo the transmission and application
of knowledge.'

.

Dr. Egeberg Speaks

Pursuing this route of thought and focusing

the problem onto a Health Sciences center
Dr: Roger 0 Egeberg Assistant Secretary for
Health and Scientific Affairs of the Department of Health Education and Welfare. Commented that the ". . University from the
Middle Ages, was torn between the market
place and the complete theoretician. This'
dichotomy along with his question. "Can the
University solve the problems of Society?
would absorb all of the following efforts and
discussions of the day.
Dr. Egeberg traced the historical progres
sion of this dichotomy in the person of the
academician practioner
the
Health
in
Sciences. Originally viewing the patient as a
total person the health professional began to
artificially divide the patient into his clinical
problems.

'

R. Dennis Spain
Vice President AS/UCMC

This process was accelerated in the 19*0 s

by the exponential growth of the body of mcd

ical knowledge. The medical resources and
scientific knowledge of this country had so
much to offer that the Conference on Aging
remarked at the end of the Eisenhower Ad
ministration, that the right to good medical
care was an inalienable right. A new concept
ofresponsibility was thrust upon society.
This challenge expressed itself in the obsolesence of the' "come and get it' system of
health care prevalent in the beginning of this
century. Health care today observed Dr. Eger
berg "Offers so much, and yet "needs so
much in terms of personnel, financing, delivery of health care, and understanding.'
Although the poor of this country have been
vocal in demanding better medical care, Dr. Dr. Philip
Egeberg indicated that soon the middle class
will question whether or not it is receiving its
share of this new trend in health care. This
society he said, is mainly a middle class so
ciety which determines the mores and laws of
this country, and will desire to have a voice in
the delivery of health care.
No longer can the ironic statement of "We
"have the best health care be parroted with
the awareness of the difficulties of the poor in
obtaining proper health care. However, differences in ethnic groups and geography will
invalidate national programs or solutions to
this problem, and Dr. Egeberg suggested that
the solutions will have to be local in nature, so
that the people will have more opportunity to
influence what is affecting them.
In considering the role of research, he com
mented that "This is an era of delivery but
we can't do it if we forget the research as
pect. The faculty of a university will have to
be balanced between those who are interested
primarily in science and those wo are concerned with the community.

'

'

R. Lee, Chancellor

In conclusion Dr. Egeberg brought the
problem back to the health professional by
emphasizing a need for th§ capacity to love,
to love one's fellow man one s work and
those who he will be helping.

Education in Health Sciences

.,

Dr. Egeberg s speech was followed by a
panel discussion on the topic of "Education
in the Health Sciences and Professions. This
event was not a discussion but rather a series
of separate speeches delivered by each participant wich reflected problems which each
had encountered in their, experiences in the
Health Sciences.
■.',._
Dr. Malcolm S, M Watt 6Associate Dean of
the School of Medicine of the San Francisco
Medical Center, presided over the panel and
initiated the discussion with the observation
that excellence in scholarship of the faculty
and of the students forms the basis for great
ness. Mention of the new School of Human
Biology which will become the fifth school of
this campus was first made by Dr. Watts.
Recently approved by the Regents of the
University of California, this school will be of
equal standing with the four other schools of
this campus and will study Man on a broader
basis with emphasis on the sociological and
cultural approaches. Dr. Watts also alluded to
the recruitment of minority group individuals,
a theme which was to occur repeatedly
throughout the day's dialogue.

'

Dr. Lloyd H. Smith, Chairman of the Dc
partment of Medicine of this School of Mcd

Dr. Franklin D. Murphy
and Dr. Philip R. Lee

icine acted as moderator of the panel. He
delivered a concise opening speech which
summarized the problems of education in the
Health Sciences and offered his suggestions
for solutions.
In considering the question of who should
be educated in the Health Sciences Dr. Smith
commented on the need for students with
backgrounds of greater diversifications for
involvement with different aspects of the
health professions. Again the program for
minority recruitment on this campus, was
mentioned this time with reference to Dr.
Philip Lee's key role in this program.
■
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Dr. Roger O. Egeberg

S. Alex Stalcup,
President AS/UCMC

photo* by Suellen Bllow

As for the problem of continuing education
in the Health Sciences, he commented on the
difficulty and the necessity to keep up and to
understand the developments of the new
sciences. It is necessary, he said to "Keep
one s educational epiphyses open.'
In answering the question of how education
in the Health Sciences should be conducted
he favored the flexibility inherent in the new
curriculum presently in operation at this
School of Medicine. More individualized instruction is needed,'.as evidenced by the
diverse requirements for fields such as
Surgery and Community Medicine.
Pondering the duality of research and practice Dr. Smith stated that in previous times
practice was essentially research. Maintaining
this position, he contended that research and
practice were not antithetical, that one could
not ignore the natural sciences since research
is patient care one step removed. Thus one
should learn, in his words "the most applic
able and the most valuable.'
Dr. Smith had only a conciliatory statement
to offer on the problem of the financing of
Health Sciences education. Although such
education will be painfully expensive for the
University it furnishes the basic product, i.e.
the health professional, for health care.
Dr. John A. Biles, Dean of the School of
Pharmacy of the University of Southern California, predicted that the consumer will
desire in the near future that the knowledge
derived from expensive research be applied
to ends oriented toward the consumer.
He felt that this would be a major disrup
five force in the Health Sciences, eventually
forcing modifications in the concepts, sys
terns and security of these Sciences. Dr. Biles
also proposed a clinical clerkship for phar
macy students in order 1o train "Clinical Pro
fessors of Pharmacy.'
Miss Jo Eleanor Elliot, Director of Nursing
Programs for the Western Council for Higher
Education, stated that the shift in nursing education was into the colleges and universities
and that this phenomenon was confined pri
marily to the Western United States.
The School of Nursing of the San Francisco
Medical Cenler is. she stated, the leader in

change and innovation in nursing education.
She desired a greater emphasis on students,
especially in the form of flexible admission
standards, a flexible curriculum which would
enable a student to complete a program with
an individualized time schedule, and special
services to help students in their educational
programs. Miss Elliot emphasized that more
attention should be given to the teaching
process, especially as a part of the criteria
for promotion.
Dr. James A. Shannon, SpeciaP-Advisor to
the President of the National Academy of
Sciences suggested thatchanges in the educational system could take the form of a greater
concentration in the social and behavioral
sciences. Such background would enable one
to better deal with the problems of the new
society.
Mr. Dennis Spain, a third year student in
the School of Dentistry and Vice President of
ASUC, interestingly labeled the "counterculture' or "generation gap' movement as
conservative in its philosophy. It is conserva
tive. he stated in the desire to "turn the clock
back."
this philosophy denies the
mores and principles of technological society,
and translates its concepts into the material
form of a commune. The idea of a commune in
the Health Sciences is not unlike that of the
"health team a concept widely circulated
during the last academic year. Health professionals subscribing to this philosophy want
not monetary renumeration but self gratifica
tion in return for their services.
Dr. Joseph F. Volker, President of the Uni
versity of Alabama in Birmingham, delivered
the final speech of the morning panel. He
pointed out the need for a change in the cur
riculum of dental schools in general and the
need for auxiliaries to improve the delivery of
dental care.
He quoted from a research project which
revealed that dentists as a professional group,
receive the highest monetary returns from the
investments in their educations.
Dr. Volker expanded onlo the broader
problem of the university and stressed the
necessity for political action by the university

'

as a means of exerting leverage. He broke
from the straightforward rhetoric of the day
and quoted from John Masefield's speech at
the inauguration of the Chancellor at Sheffield.
This refreshing change praised the university as being "the place for seeking knowl
edge," and that "few things in Nature are
more beautiful (than the university), and few
things are more enduring.

'

Afternoon Panel

'

Livelier and more true to the form of a dis
cussion was the afternoon panel, which revolved about the topic of "The Health Sciences
Campus and Its Community. Presiding over
this panel was Dr. Philip R. Weinstein, Pres
ident of the Association of Interns and Resi
dents of this Medical Center. Dr. Leonard J.
Duhl. Special Assistant to the Secretary of the
Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment, served as moderator. Participants
were Mr. Donald A. Barr a second year
medical student on leave from this School of
Medicine; Dr. Arthur H Coleman Chief
Administrator and Medical Director of the
Hunters Point Bayview Community Health
Service; Mrs. Geraldine Rickman Director
of the Community Opportunity Programs in
Education in San Diego; and Dr. George A.
Silver Executive Associate of the Urban
Coalition.
Dr. Duhl opened the discussion by stating
that no longer could the university remain an
island, apart from the community, engrossed
in its own internal problems. The rhetoric
of change comes easily the talk of accessi
bilily compromise, and accountability, but
the transition is the real challenge. Part of
this transition will be a modification in the
systems of care where the physician will be
come a unit in "multinucleate sets of power.'
finding himself as an equal to the other unity.
The key issue Dr. Duhl stated was that of
values where the foremost concerns would
be those involved with the quality of life, of
human development and the ecology of our
planet. As the physician will become a unit, so
will the university become a set of dispersed

'

continued on page 8
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A Summer in Tennessee
by Ja

This past summer I was invited to join a group of Vander
bilt University medical students in a pediatric community
health project in Tennessee.
The project was independently funded by the Jqsiah Macy
Foundation of New York sponsored by the former chairman'
of the Vanderbilt Department of Pediatrics Dr. Amos Christie, and initially involved five medical students (two third
year students and three second year students) as well as two
baccalaureate degree registered nurses including myself.
This team first spent seven weeks in Williamson County.
Tennessee and urban-rural county bordering Nashville on
the south, our community sponsor was the county's health department and pur involvement was with the health evaluation
of the 225 children in the Headstart program.
Our services included complete physical examination of
each child and necessary referrals testing for parasite infes
tation. and hematocrit studies. Additionally, black children
were tested for sickle cell trait and G6PD deficiency. An attempt was made to institute treatment of pathological conditions through the health department.

In Appalachia
The team then spent four weeks in Appalachia working
with a mobile diagnostic unit under the sponsorship of the
Presbyterian Church. In all instances local community groups
had asked for the services of the health unit and provided
manpower assistance in actualizing the service.
We were involved with many people suffered many frustrations and enjoyed much personal satisfaction throughout
the summer. To view the experience as an entity has taken
almost two months, but several ideas have emerged rather
clearly: the personality of the Tennessean who accepted our
services, the team personality of which I was a part and the
interrelationship of the two.
My introduction to Appalachian mountain folk was a little
girl with chopped off blond hair hanging up side down from
the bannister of Finis Ewing School by Tackett Creek: A seven year old in the third grade she probably had worms as
her brother did.
She had only half the teeth a seven year old is normally ex
pected to have, and her right arm and side were cruelly disfigured by an accident with hot grease at age two.

Many cared - others did not
Many people cared about this child — some others did not.
Most importantly her family cared. That will never be enough.
The}' had no money, no worldly savoir-faire, no resources to
deal with the sophisticated county and state governments
which might help them.
One mother told us. children get worms because they eat
too many sweets. It rots their teeth too. but the root comes
out easily with a hair pin. A seventeen year old mother of two
cannot watch both of her children all the time. She will keep
trying. This is not apathy. It is ignorance. It is faulty socialization. It is the result of a philosophy which labels health care
a privilege to be earned rather than a human right.
We were told in Williamson County not to expect too much.
Most mothers are too busy to spend the morning at a Head
start physical examination clinic; some mothers just do not
care. We were prepared.
Then the mothers came or grandmother came with younger children in tow. For some families it was nracticallv an annual event and an important one. They asked questions,
voiced their concerns about health problems and utilized
these resource people exhaustively.
While our contribution was toward improving health. I
believe we also became more aware of the multiple difficulties
each family endures. Priority needs are often not health needs

! M©FFiS IE I*OS.

Ski movies

WINES'
Sam Morris

SKI FILMS AND
FASHION SHOW

The Team
"Let judges secretly despair of justice: their verdicts will
be more acute. Let generals secretly despair of triumph killing will be defamed. Let priests secretly despair of faith: their
compassion will be true. It is the tension. ..'
Lines from my Grandfather's Journal
Leonard Cohen
We. the medical team and I, the nurse also had our ten
sions. Sometimes it was within us and sometimes it simply
surrounded us. In June we were a group of medically-oriented
students. The university is safe: one can selectively learn or
ignore what is presented.
Then we students moved from the university to the real
world: to rural Williamson County, to the coalfields of Ken
tucky and Tennessee. Some of us thought we were still at the
university and some of us knew we were not. The tension increased.
In Williamson County we were able to utilize Vanderbilt
Hospital, to offer medical services in the community and yet
depend on the invaluable resources of the medical center.
This union between the community and the medical center is
an essential part ol any comprehensive health care plan
Likewise, a multi disciplinary approach including sanitarians,
ecologists. and lawyers is needed. Often the tension existed
because we could not do more.
As a nurse my position on the team was unique. I was able
to see nursing differently and to apply much of my education
more meaningfully. The encouragement and opportunity to
learn some diagnostic medicine have had unalterable impact
on my career.

*

-

Impetus to study
Besides providing the impetus to pursue graduate study, I
now see the nursing profession in y new light. Not for the
nurse to be left behind in the hospital but also to become a
responsible member of the community health care team. The
flexibility of my role was both a joy and a frustration affecting not only me but others' reactions to me. Sometimes I felt
the tension.
As an aside. I include some comments on being a-volunteer
"employee.' Before this summer I understood that by working one earns money. One needs money for food, housing, and
clothes. I hypothesized that the origin of the money was less
important to me than the sustenance it provided.
I am now convinced that motivation depends more on a rewarding and productive job than on salary. I candidly admit
however, that when the project looked dismal, it was very
easy to demand favors on the basis of my volunteer status.
To have the entire group functioning on the volunteer
hypothesis would provide a relevant experience in integrating
community health service and life style. If the team lived in a
close community to share food and living expenses these
could be paid from a common fund (either earnings or con
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"LIQUOR SPECIALISTS SINCE 1934"

LIQUORS

This arrangement mif
among the team. During
salary. When the projeci
the individual would rec
fund. In a way the medic
the community, a positio
support for the entire pro

until the situation is life threatening. Our efforts to improve
health must be combined with the efforts of others to improve
sanitation housing work, and educational opportunities.
These people demonstrated to us by their response to our
Headstart clinics and through their Health Council in Appalachia that they have both the potential to learn new health
concepts and the ability to accept new health practices. Comprehensive health care for rural Headstart families as well
as Appalachian families is a realistic goal. Poverty is not
basically a health problem; poverty is a life style leading to
poor health. Good health may give a person the chance to
change this life style.
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Mary Korte and
Shirley Kaufman in
Poetry Reading
THE
Friday
THOUGHTS RIDING

MUNI

want it to be is a whole. Poetry is an extension of my life,
it's about my life and relations to the world. We can
only write about our own
life, other things jus'; don't
have the same importance."
"Because of its nature poetry opens up meaningful communications. The music of
today does the same thing.
Just listen to the words of
the Beatles then you're really in touch with how the kids
are feeling at their deepest
levels." she continued.
"There is nothing new
under the sun, just new ways
of saying and communicating.
It is important to express
ourselves. In dealing with
poetry you have to have some
thing to say if you want
someone to read it."

Life has streetcars if you're
not careful they run headlong
This coming Friday, Nothrough tunnels on two straight
vember 14, at noon in the rails that never meet
Millberry Lounge two poets. passengers sway from side to side bucked contained boxed
Mary Norbert Korte and Shir- by barred glass
ley Kaufman will read some that breaks on collision
of their works.
Mary Korte said that she (supposing we never have
has been writing poetry sense to get off and
walk
"since I was a little kid." But
along
she says, "My work has been
another
published only in the last
road
four or five years. It was the
by Mary Norbert Korte
THE HUNGER
Berkeley Poetry Conference
made
me
by
permission
reprinted
1965
that
c.
really
in
And the hunger
take an interest in writing
Like Mary Korte. Shirley gram of SF State. She is now
coils out of the cave
seriously and having my
Kaufman started writing also teaching a poetry workin the center,
work published."
early in life, age seven to be shop at Lowell High School
sprouts out of the ribs
At this time she has had
exact. Her writing ceased where her youngest daughter
fireworks,
like
three books of her poetry
for several years after she is a student. "I want to know
comes
grinding,
published and a pamphlet.
received her BA in English what those kids are thinking
to hunger,
hunger
two
more
of
her
Next Fall
from UCLA because she had and feeling. That's why I like
the
lack
of the eye alive
books will be published.
a family to raise and a house being involved with them,"
with two melons
Mary received her BA in
to keep.
she said.
under a vine.
Classics from Dominican ColSix years ago she returned
Her oldest daughter is a
her
Rafael
and
lege of San
seriously to writing and resenior at Berkeley and her
The hunger travels
MA in Classics from Catholic
ceived her MA in Creative third daughter is in school in
an old horizon
University of America.
Writing from S.F. State. She Denmark. Her husband is
to a dangerous feast
She taught elementary and
said that she was very lucky in private practice as an innot yet prepared,
secondary schools and has
for, "the first poem that I ternist.
to a banquet
now been hired by Project
sent to a magazine was pubShirley has been in collato be a banquet
Communily to he tin staff lished by Atlantic." The Uniboration with Nurit Orchan.
where someone is
poet.
versity of Pittsburgh Press and has just completed a
sweeping crumbs
This pioiect is a pari oi the
is publishing most of her translation from Hebrew the
from the table
psychology department at UC
poems now and that collecmodern Israeli poem. "My
too soon,
Berkeley. 'This project en
tion will be out in January.
Little Sister" by Abba Kovto the fruit
Ihe
ables young people from
Shirley also won the Uniner. "I'm very interested in
false as children
communily to work with an
ted States Award of the Intranslating modern Israeli
who never came back
alternative to education
ternational Poetry Forum poetry and have studied Heeucount
group
'It involves
with her winning manuscript. brew for many years." she
while the melons suck
cis ami gets the kills into
"The Floor Keeps Turning." said.
own juices
their
their own heads. They go on
She has appeared at the PoeShe has been asked to read
the rind.
under
ecology and wildlife trips
try Center at SF State and in Connecticut for five days
The little pale kernels
woik trips and become in
in the 1967 Discovery Pro
after going to Pittsburgh and
shake
volved in projects to help the
gram of the Poetry Center next April she will read at
ih their dark
community. This is an ex
at the Y.M. & W.H.A. in New Reed College. "I want to baldome.
ploritoiy projecl cenleier
York.
ance my life as a poet, a
around community activity
She has also read her mother and a wife. I don't
she explained.
poems in local high schools see my life as being fragby Shirley Kaufman
She has also won Ist Honas part of the Pegasus Pro
mented into parts. What I
c. Choise
orable Mention (The Thelan
Award) which is a foundation
award presented to one of
the arts each year. She also
added. "I also won the usual
college prizes also."
v^
Mary has been referred
to as a religious poet. In reference to her latest work,
"Breviary in Time of War"
Mary said, "Praying will alW
M
ways be with me and it is
linked in my feelings about
the war and in my feelings
as a pacifist." Since the poetry reading will be held on
the first day of the Mora--^mmmaZ^^mammmmm^mmmmaaaaaaaammmmmmmaaaMaaamm
torium. Mary said that "my
readings will be a statement
Top Soul Musk & Entertainment in San Francisco
on the war."

.
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J MmWBBKmHk 5 p.m. —2 a.m. ■
Dance to the Music of

The Funky Irving Street Soul Band
And the New Kynne Winston Show

Special

Two Urge Oance Floors • Plenty of Parking in Rear
Cover charge Wednesday, Friday, Saturday

50% UG Medical Center Student Discount
Present 1.0. & Student Union Card at door

-

-

Happy Hours 5 p.m. 9 p.m.
Coctails 50c Beer 35c
Pitcher $ 1.00
Golden Gate Park
District)
Aye.
Irving
(Sunset
near
Bth
&
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Revised grading system

CHILDBIRTH, NATURALLY

To The Editor:

This was refined to give facts and figures to
explain the logic of proposed changes. The
committee also recommended more extensive
use of pass/not pass grading. Constructive
student initiative was emphasized.
Led by chairman, Paul Glassman, the committee sought and found almost unanimous
student approval for the change. Students
and faculty members received a copy of the
report. The committee members also spoke
privately with department chairmen and some
reluctant professors.
During the summer months, the Dean's
Advisory Committee discussed the report and
it was presented to the full faculty at their annual retreat. Dr. Robert Brigante clearly explained the proposals, questions were answered — so the faculty and students would
united on one evaluation policy for the School.

BY PETER MILGROM
SOPH DENTAL PRESIDENT
As a result of intensive student initiative
and widespread support from Dean Ben Pavone and the faculty, the School of Dentistry
has adopted a revised student evaluation. In
researching their report, the dental students
found the School sadly lacking an organized
grading system in spite of remarkable consistency in the grades posted.
Where previously "C" or "fair" was the
most frequent grade, the student committee
proposed a more equal distribution of "A",
"B", and "C" grades to give the evaluation
much more significance.

Model for Action

"Action" Dean

The Student Committee on Evaluation ot?
Grading Procedures is a model for constructive action. It began when large numbers of
the freshman students got really "pissed off
over the fact that no matter how hard they
worked, most would inevitably receive a "C
grade in most courses. Instead of marching on
the Dean (few freshmen know where his office is), the class formed a hard-working committee to study the problem.
Gaining access to the records of past dental
school grading, with the help and assistance
of the Student Affairs staff, the students outlined the objectives of the evaluation system
and showed where the existing "non-system"
didn't meet their expectations.

Dean Pavone, who describes himself as an
"action" dean, has been a determined supporter of this student action — not only preventing student protest — but showing that
the school is responsive to the needs of the
student body.
The new grading policy will benefit the students by a clearer and more meaningful differentiation of performance and place them in
a better position for competing for places in
graduate programs. The faculty benefits because a more consistent grading policy makes
their evaluation more constructive. The school
gains because student initiative has been
tered and a healthier academic atmosphere
created for dental professional education.

Millberry Union
a
by R. Dennis Spain

campus meeting

these will materially alter the subject and content of the Union s activities.
As a proposed method ofchange, the ASUC
has planned a referendum to include a number of alternative suggestions for the Union.
We realize that other proposals might be
made. To provide for such an eventuality, the
ASUC is conducting an open campus meeting
for Tuesday evening. November 11 l'.»6'.> at
7 00 in room 300.

THE ASUC in the last issues of SYNAPSE,
attempted to outline some of the problems and
possible solutions to the governance of Millberry Union. The Union, as the largest nonacademic activity on campus is a crucial
element of life here. Problems in the direc
tion and control of the Union affect every
member of the campus.
Due to the importance and gravity of its
THE PURPOSE of this meeting will be to
problems, the ASUC has conducted a com
prehensive study of the Union. The results explore the number of alternatives available
and recommendations of this study have been and explain the nature of our research into the
the subject ofrecent SYNAPSE articles.
Union. Due to the above mentioned crucial
nature of the issues, it is our wish that all
SOME SUGGESTIONS concerning restruc interested parties attend
students faculty
Hiring of Millberry Union have included vol and staff. The referendum will be based upon
untary membership, changes in the bookstore the outcome ofthis open meeting.
The control of the Union is subject to the
pricing structure and the proportional repre
sentation of dues paying members.
needs of its members. With this in mind, come
The significance of these recommendations to the meeting and state your opinion. Only
should not be taken lightly; they are proposals in this way will UCSF have a progressive, rep
for an entire reorganization. Changes like resentative College Union.

—

---

Steve H. Dougherty
Med. '73

Committee to study
research labs
On instructions from the
Assembly of the Academic
Senate, the Academic Coun
cil has appointed a Special
Committee to "consider the
appropriateness of the pres.
ent relationship between the
University and the research
laboratories at Livermore
and Los Alamos.
The committee, composed
of Professors T. L. Allen
(Davis). A
C
Helmholz
(Berkeley), A. Mueller (Los
Angeles), F. A. Sooy iSan
Francisco) R T . Wedding

'

Riverside), G. W. Wetherill

Angeles), and P E Zin
ncr iDavis. Chairman), invites informed opinion from
members of the University
community.
Persons who are connected
with the University in any capacity and who wish to make
their views known to the
committee either orally or in
writing should contact Pro
fessor Zinner, c/o Academic
Senate Office, UC Davis,
95616 (Telephone. 916 752
(Los

2233).

.
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Want a yearbook?
Woe is us

I wish to compliment Steve Walzer and
those responsible for the photography exhibit
on natural childbirth. Their choice of Millberry Union as a site for the display showed
considerable insight into the problems of cul
tural innovation and freedom on artistic expression.
Rather than running the risk of shocking
an unprepared public by exhibiting the collec
tion in a gallery or museum they wisely chose
to introduce it here at the University in a
context that is both academic in general and
medical in particular. The medical environment of the exhibition, served to emphasize the
basic, simple human content and relevance of
the photographs (something people are some
times prone to miss in art) and relieved Mr.
Walzer of the silly necessity of defending the
"artistic content' or "redeeming social value'
"artistic content' or "redeeming social value"
tion for medical practices which many specialists consider relatively harmless or perfectly sound.)
Just as authors do not hide their writings to
protect the ultrasensitive among us artists
seldom exhibit their work with a mind to
shielding those who do not wish to see it.
Mr. Walzer iias demonstrated unusual tact
and a laudable sense of social responsibility.
Obviously those who did not wish to see the
exhibit were protected by the prophylactic of
self censorship.
It is certainly to be hoped that Millberry
exhibits of equal quality will be available to
us in the future.

money wise.

:

Help us decide if we can swing it.
Show your interest by filling out the follow;
ing:
j

I will buy a yearbook.
I will help work on a yearbook.
will help edit a yearbook.

Printed In the plant of the Howard Quinn Co.
298 Alabama Street, MArket 1-3750

.

Attention Skiers and Snow Bunnies. ..

;'

•

Stay at Tahoe Pine Lodge on Highway 89.
South. Motel units, housekeeping cottages
\ heated and winterized. Ski packages availI
able. Five minutes to Homewood and Tahoe
Name
i
Ski Bow, twenty minutes to Squaw and Alpine
•
School and class
:
• Meadows. Rates and accomodations on request. Write Box 47, Tahoma, Calif., 95733 or
Hand in to:
call
916-525-7837.
Synapse Office
Bankamerlcard, Master Charge. American Express
j
:
Millberry Union Central Desk

:

•
:
*
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Irving Wallace
"I want complete freedom"
Irving Wallace, author of
"The Prize" and "The Chapman Report," * has another
book, "The Seven Minutes"
which has just been published.
During the past twelve
years Wallace has published
thirteen books. Wallace has
been writing since his early
childhood. In high school he
won numerous awards for
his writings and worked as
a sports reporter for the Wis
consin News in Milwaukee.
He took a year off between
high school and college, and
helped form the Wisconsin
Collegiate Expedition, whose
goal was the discovery of the
legendary Fountain of Blood
in the Honduran jungles.

honduras to help discover
the Fountain of Blood (and
for this feat, which put the
natural phenomenon in Cen
tral America Geography
books, he was received by
the President of Salvador).
Wallace began to write
for magazines in 1929 and
during his magazine career
he was published regularly
in Saturday Evining Post,
Esquire, Cosmopolitan and
many more too numerous to
mention. He interviewed

which he wrote training films
on flying. "That s really
strange because I'm afraid to
fly and have only flown three
times in my life and those
were before 1945." he said.
"Once I got into movies I
tried to get out for 5 or 6
years. So how was I to get
our?
start writing. 'The
Chapman Report' freed me
because it got the interest
of the studio and when it was
made into a film I found my
vocation. It's hard to make
a living from books.
"Movies are now very honest. They weren't when I first
gdt into films. In terms of
censorship this is a transitional period. The kids are
not going to stand for being
inhibited. I want complete
freedom and I don't want to
compromise.

—

such people as Pablo Picasv
so, Dr. Edmond Locard,
W.C. Fields, Kid McCoy,
Marlene Dietrich and Polly
Adler.
He enlisted in the Army
where his commanding offiDuring this expedition cer was Lt. Ronald Reagan.
Wallace interviewed Huey "He was a very nice guy —
Long in New Orleans, climb- Really quiet and meek." Wal"In my next book 1 d like
ed 17,343 foot Mount lxtac- lace said. Wallace was assigncihuatl in Mexico, penetrated ed to the first Motion Picture to write about the Pentagon.
the jungles of Salvador and Unit. Army Air Forces, for They've been getting away

Calendar
Old Age: One Moral Dilemma
of an Affluent Society. Irving
Rosow PhD , Professor of
Sociology in Residence Dept
Human Ecological Ove view of
Population
Pressures.
Dr.
of Psychiatry. Langley Porter
SPR Charter.. Lecture. 12
Neurospsychiatrie
Institute.

THURSDAY

TODAY

—

Com
M U Lounge
•mit'teeon At'ts arid Lectures: !
Some Historical Bases of Recent
noon

Lecture. II 12 noon. Langley
Porfer Auditorium.—Dept. of

Psychiatry.
WEDNESDAY

Novel: Truman Capote. Film.
12 noon. Med. Sci. Aud.—
Committee on Arts and Lee

"The Seven Minutes"
opens with the arrest of a
book store owner for selling
the book. This book told of
the thoughts inside a woman's head during the seven
minutes she is engaged in sexual intercourse. (Wallace had
once planned to write such
a book and that is where the
idea arosel. The book is
charged with having driven
a respectable college boy to
commit a brutal rape and
murder.
Michael Barrett is a young
lawyer who is seeking the
truth about the mysterious
and long dead expatriate.
Author of the book
and his fights for literary
and sexual liberation.
"All writers are interested
in censorship. My novels are
novels of commitment and I
couple of years and if I live have to write about things
in high excitement with these; I'm interested in and things
then I know it's a book to be that affect me
— like censorwritten." Wallace said.
ship," Wallace explained.

with murder for years." he #
said.
Wallace's newest novel is
"The Seven Minutes." which
concerns the intrigue and
drama surrounding a censorship trial over a book
characterized. as "the most
obscene piece of pornography
in history." Wallace drew
from his own personal experiences in court for the
book.
"The Chapman Report"
has been banned and put on
trial and so have "The Three
Sirens" and "The Prize."
To prepare for the writing
of this book Wallace read 15
trial transcripts, worked on
the book 5 years (but only
steadily the past two years)
and had 6 rewrites. "I have
to live with the ideas for a

mfarnahiM

lures.

FRIDAY

Renal Physiology. James A.
Poetry Reading. By Shirley KaufShannon MD, Ph.D. U.C.
man and Sister Mary Norbert.
Regents I.eciU'Ci: Special' An Employment of Persons with
12 noon.. M.U. Lounge.
Cardiac Problems. Discussion
visor. National Academy ol
Committee on Arts and Lee
by Dr. Richard Callr Medical
D. pi.
Science I p.m. S "
tures.
Director Union Oil Company What are the pros and cons of the
ol Physiology Seminar Series.
Los Angeles Case Presenta
various ethics? Dr. Chauncey
tion by Dr. Joseph W. Kauf
TUESDAY
D Leake. Informal Discus
man. Associate Clinical Pro
sion on Philosophy. 12 noon
lessor of Medicine. San Fran
Economics and the Sanctity of
Toland
Hall UC Hospital.
cisco Medical Center. 9 10: H)
Life. Roberi P Hudson. M.D..
Coffee and cookies.
a.m.. 302 H^W—Division of Our Man Flint. Film. 7 M) p.m..
Professor of the History and
Ambulatory and Community
Philosophy ol' Medicine. Uni
Med. Sci. And. Admission
Medicine.
versity of Kansas Medical Cen
students 50 cents; general 75
ter. 10 a.m. History Room 3rd Printing Through the Ages. Film
Night Film
cents.—Friday
12 noon. Med. Sci. Aud.—
floor.
library.—Department
Series.
Committee on Arts and LecHistory of Health Science...

—
-

flr

'

ALVIN DUSKIN

tures.

Help
choose films
A Film Committee meet I
ing will be held Tuesday
November 11. 5:!0 p.m. in for your
yOLK
the Millberry Union Music
Room.
Members will choose the
films to be shown during the
1600 Van Ness
Winter Quarter so bring in
CARL
R. CARLSEN
some good titles and recruit
a friend to join the Commit
tee!

new

•*.

\

j

•

PORSCHE
sWAeEN
see or call
808 FOLEY
used

776-0880
No. Calif's Largest

pottery classes

Donuts?

Millberry Union Friday Night Film Series

November 14: "OUR MAN FLINT" starring dames
Coburn, Lee J. Cobb, Gila Golan and Edward Mulhare. Hired via computer by ZOWIE, Flint is talked
into leaving his opulent penthouse where he lives with a
harem of four beauties, to help save the world.
7:30 pm. in the Medical Sciences Auditorium. Students 50* General 75*

If you did not get a chance
to buy donuts from a Junior
Dental Hygienist October 28,
you have another chance.
13.
Thursday, November
they will be selling donuts
again for thirteen cents a
piece or twenty-five cents
for two.
The money is going into
the treasury to pay for having sent a representative to
the International Dental Convention which was held in
New York.

FALL CERAMIC WORKSHOP

BEGINNING CUSSES HELD MTW EVENINGS
FOR STUDENTS AND THE AWARE

1352 IRVING STREET CORNER 15THAVENUE PHONE 564 9093 or 621 4485

ZT

627 IRVING ST.
at 7th Aye.
"at

PHONE 731-8270

™

I
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The Inauguration of Chancellor Lee
bodies functioning as a network of people
concerned with the problems of the community, and relating to other organizations jas
equals.
Dr. Coleman focused on the problem of the
alientation of the black people in that they
are not a part of what is happening to them,
that they do not control that which affects
them and that this results in a sense of futility and isolation.
He concluded that.it would be unlikely for
black people to have a prevailing influence
upon the policies which affect them and thus
a probable solution would be for the univer
sitv to relate to community organizations.
Turning to the problems of the Health
Sciences community. Dr. Silver felt that "charity starts at home." or that the university
should seek to solve its own problems first,
before assuming others. He asked perceptively "do we perpetuate our own problems?
In relation to Dr. Silver s question Mr. Barr
brought up the image of a wall surrounding
the Medical Center, a wall which kept the
community out and the health professionals
in. He commented upon the narrow perspec
tive one gains by going through medical

lions and ribbons reminding one of feudal
heraldic designs. Dr. Leslie Bennet initiated
the ceremony with the introduction of the
President of the University of California Dr.
Charles J Hitch.
Following an invocation by Reverend John
M Ring, chaplain of the San Francisco Mcd
ical Center. Mr. S Alex Stalcup (Medicine III)
President of ASUC. and Dr. Robert M.
Featherstone Chairman of the Department
of Pharmacology UC Mcd Center delivered
speeches in honor ofChancellor Lee.
Immediately following was a rather incongruous speech delivered by Dr. Franklin D.
Murphy Chairman of the Board and Chief
Executive Officer of the Times-Mirror Company. Early in his speech, Dr. Murphy i'ndi
caled his favor with the recent Federal cut
backs in grants and aid to university re
searchers. This sore point must have caused
many a furrowed brow in the silent audience
since our campus depends heavily on Federal
aid.
Dr. Murphy s first premise was that a stable
currency makes for a stable society. These
reductions in Federal aid are therefore necessary to reduce the amount of inflation in our
economy. He supported his statement by quot
ing Dr. Glass. President of the American Association for the Advancement of Science:
"The growth of Science must slow down in
rate commensurate with the population
growth. Science, the former god of this tech
nological society, cannot solve all of our problems and itself consumes in ever increasing
amounts the professional aud financial resources of this nation. He pointed out that
more selective use must be made of this na
tion's resources and suggested the diversion
of funds into hospitals, parks, and transportation studies.
He vividly outlined the disenchantment
this society has experienced with science by
citing the uncontrolled population growth and
pollution of our environment as examples of
undesireable by products ofresearch.
Warning against the danger of being a rich
country in a relatively underdeveloped
world, he alluded to the hostility which would
be generated by nations with lesser standards
of living. In emphasizing the need for ecolog
ical and sociological studies, he referred to
the exponential population growth within
this country, which led the Committee on Ur
ban Affairs to recommend to the President
that one hundred and ten new cities be con
structed in the future.
Although Ihe war in Vietnam may be con
eluded Dr. Murphy said the problem of dc
fense could not 1be ignored in the face of con
tinuing hostility from the Soviets and Red
Chinese.
However, there appeared to be flaws in his

'

school.

Mrs. Rickman introduced the idea of stan
dards of excellence, by stating that standards
existed in the community other than those
of the Health Sciences campus. The thought
structures of the university are unique only
unto itself. The black people are creating their
own standards and in Mrs. Rickman s words,
"don't want your (the university's) valida
tion.
Dr. Silver said that well intentioned pro
fessionals are locked into the patterns of a
rigid system which renders them unable to
cope with outside problems. Thus, they represent a wholly different point of view. In
directly, this supported Dr. Coleman's view
that the members of the Health Sciences community must get out into the surrounding
social environment.
Out of this discussion emerged the phil
osophy of pragmatism, a philosophy which
many of the panel members felt would be
necessary to govern the university s course of
action in relating to the community. One of
Dr. Silver's final statements captured several
of tlie much discussed ideas: "Minority groups
should be involved in decision making pro
cesses, because decision making involves not
only expertise.

logical development and generalizations in
his statements. If he were a storekeeper who
tried to sell me something I probably
wouldn t buy it.

'

'

The inaugural Ceremony
The packed Auditorium fell to a hushed
silence as eight men in traditional academic
robes filed out behind the podium. Over their
ceremonial garb were various colorful medal

Inauguration Address
In citing the uniqueness of this campus,
Dr. Lees inaugural address highlighted the
minority recruitment program. This program
was the fruitition of initial efforts by the fac
ultyin l!)61. and by student activity in 1968.
The existence of such a program gave, in his
words "a renewed sense of purpose for the
campus.''
Turning to the area of education Dr. Lee
noted that the quality of instruction on this
campus was attributed to an excellent fdll and
part time faculty. Hailing the new curriculum
developments in the School of Medicine he
observed, "We cannot train the medical
specialists of tomorrow who will reach their
peak in the year 2000, in the methods of yesterday.''
Reiterating Dr. L. H. Smith's comments on
the new curriculum which occurred earlier in
the day, Dr. Lee remarked that the value of
such a system was the allowance for an individualized program of instruction. He delineated the difference between education and
training prepared an individual to perform a
particular activity with a high degree of accuracy while education, through systematic
teaching and learning would enable an in
dividual to become autonomous and adaptable
in the pursuit of knowledge.
In discussing the future of this campus, Dr.
Lee pointed out two developments which
mark this institution as unique and as a leader in these fields: the Equal Economic Op
portunities program and the School of Human
Biology.
The Equal Economic Opportunities program will have a great impact on the delivery
ofhealth care, as minority students go out into
the community to practice. The School of Human Biology will serve as a home for academic
disciplines allied to the Health Sciences.
Problems cannot be solved by health professionals alone, but require the knowledge
iind -skills of other specialists, he said. This
new school reflects the necessity to study Man
more broadly in relation to his environment.
Chancellor Lee marked himself as an op
timist and remarked that "The two parts of
man's intellectual heritage (Science and Art)
are inseparable ..." With the following words
Dr. Lee formally assumed the Office of the
Chancellor: "I accept this responsibility be
cause of the commitment, the compassion of
this academic community.'

Japanese

Special grants Community meeting Anti-war
on. blood drive
for prescriptions
Sportsmen
Students who are eligible
for financial aid and whose
expenses for pharmacy pre
cripti ms exceed $20 during
he a< ademic year may be
eligible to receive special
gran! funds to cover these
expenses.
Students who have such
expen es should obtain and
omplete an application for
financial aid. if they have
not already done so. and
make an appointment with
Miss Suzanne Patry. Financial Aid Counselor. Room 62
U, Extension 1523.
Copies of all receipts for
prescription drugs purchased
luring the li»6!»-70 academic
year .should be attached to
the application.

.
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What issues turn you
Housing. Racism in our so
ciety'.' Mental Health? Popu
lation control. Voice your
concerns about the Medical
Center and the Sunset com
munity at a noon meeting on
tomorrow November 11 in
Room 300 IISW".
SPEAK (Sunset Parkside
Education and Action Com
mitteei has planned the meet
ing. SPEAK is a communily
organization of Sunset Park'
side area residents involved
in education and direcl action
concerning issues which af
feci our area. The purpose
of the discussion is 1o pin
point significant local issues
which confront students em
ployces. and faculty.
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Buy Direct & Save Up To 50%
Specials in Fine Quality Diamonds
-Pearls Jade Wedding Sets Designing Silverware. Clocks
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THINK

WHEN

Cresalia Jewelers
2ndFloor
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4UHIRVINC, STREET
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Health students interested
learning practical spoken
in
War Blood drive are asking
Japanese
taught each week
to
donate their blood
persons
the
Medical
Cener should
at
today at the Ecumenical
at
the
sign-up
Millberry
House at lth Avenue and
JUST A REMINDER — A
Central
Desk.
Classes
Union
Ilolloway from 10 a.m.
general meeting for members will begin on Wednesday.
The drive sponsored by and those interested in the
the San Francisco State Mob Medical Center Sportsmen s November 1!> from 7:30 to
ilization to End Ihe War in club will be held on Tuesday 9:30 p.m.
Vietnam will give persons j November 11, at 7:30 p.m. I
I I
another chance to show their j in the Board of Governors
desire to have the war end. jRoom. The Striper Derby
YOU
Persons are urged lo con- \ will be discussed and sign
tact the Ecumenical House ups for Pheasant hunting will
for an appointment.
I be taken.
Participants

278 Post St.
-■-

language
class

Credit Plans Available
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THINK

STAN CARLSEN

vw

190019th Avenue

564-5900
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